**PROGRAM**

- **1.00PM (10’):** WELCOME WORDS BY VERA HUSFELDT (PROJECT MANAGER "DEVELOP DATA LITERACY", FHGR)

- **1.15PM (15’):** PRESENTATION 1 – HOW TO PROMOTE DATA LITERACY WITH OERS? – VERA HUSFELDT (FHGR)
  
  Presentation of OER prototypes. How they were created. What we learned.

- **1.30PM (30’):** WORKSHOP 1 – HOW TO PROMOTE DATA LITERACY WITH OERS? – FACILITATED BY VERA HUSFELDT / SHARON ALT (FHGR)
  
  Hands-on testing of OERS in GRAASP. Finding ways to collaborate and co-create further prototypes.

- **2.00PM (15’):** SHORT SCREEN BREAK 1

- **2.15PM (15’):** PRESENTATION 2 – HOW TO DEVELOP DIDACTICALLY SOUND OERS? - MICHAEL BECK / VALENTIN UNGER (PHSG)
  
  Presentation of a didactical model for the development of OERS. The model can be used for orientation in the development of learning-effective OERS.

- **2.30PM (15’):** PRESENTATION 3 – HOW TO DEVELOP AN OER ON DATA LITERACY FOR STUDENTS IN VET – BY PHILIPPE SANER / FILIPPO PUSTERLA (SFUVET)
  
  Presentation of a concept and first modules of an OER on data literacy for students in vet.

- **2.50PM (30’):** WORKSHOP 3 – HOW TO SUPPORT DATA LITERACY DEVELOPMENT – "DIDACTICALLY"/PEDAGOGICALLY? – FACILITATED BY MICHAEL BECK / VALENTIN UNGER (PHSG)
  
  Presentation of a didactic concept based on an example. The explanations are based on the didactic model from presentation 2.

- **3.20PM (15’):** SHORT SCREEN BREAK 3

- **3.35 (15’):** PRESENTATION 4 – HOW TO USE DATA LITERACY SKILL FOR DATA_BASED DECISION-MAKING – BY LIONEL ALVAREZ (HEP | PH FR & U-FRIBOURG)
  
  Data-based decision making (DBDM) is a process that invites professionals to use data to inform their action. It is time-consuming, of course, and research shows that even if it is promised to use data for a continuous improvement, teachers do not engage in DBDM. Universities for teacher education Fribourg and Bejune developed a tool to engage teacher into DBDM to promote self-regulation and data literacy. The conference will expose the theoretical foundation of this tool and the first results in terms of teachers using data to improve their teaching.

- **3.50PM (30’):** WORKSHOP 4 – HOW TO SUPPORT DATA LITERACY DEVELOPMENT TECHNICALLY? – FACILITATED BY LIONEL ALVAREZ (HEP | PH FR & U-FRIBOURG)
  
  Hands-on oura and debate about how to make it an opportunity to develop data literacy.

- **4.25PM (10’):** ENDING WORD – P-8 WP5 SYNERGIES WE WANT TO ENGAGE FOR THE NEXT MONTHS – BY VERA HUSFELDT AND JUDITH HÜTHER (FHGR)

  2nd seminar about "Learning analytics": June 14th, 2022